
 

The Effect of Affirmative Action 

Affirmative action: “(in the context of the allocation of resources or employment) the practice or 

policy of favoring individuals belonging to groups known to have been discriminated against 

previously.” While affirmative action has existed since the 19th century it was first formally 

introduced in 1961 by President Kennedy to stabilize the effects of southern Jim Crow laws. 

Though, it has done many goods for certain minorities, affirmative action affects asian minorities 

negatively despite the fact that they experienced the same discrimination as the minoritys that benifit 

from affirmative action. 

 

Firstly, according to the New Yorker, “Since the nineteen-nineties, the share of Asians in Harvard’s 

freshman class has remained stable, at between sixteen and nineteen percent, while the percentage of 

Asians in the U.S. population more than doubled.” This is due to stereotypes about asian peoples. If 

all asian people are just walking perfect college resumes with known individuality why except them. 

The problem isn’t asian people being too successful but policies governed by stereotypes. 

 

Moreover, the New Yorker clearly shows, “a 2015 complaint against Harvard filed with the 

Education and Justice Departments by sixty-four Asian-American groups, making the same claim as 

the current court case: that Harvard intentionally discriminates against Asians in admissions, giving 

whites an advantage.” with the entire range of discrimination and how 64 diffrent Asian American 

groups came to the same claim about the discriminatio they face we can conclude such 

distrimination is done by race. 

 



A clear example of race based eeptence strategies is; according to two Princeton sociologists “a black 

student who scores 1000 on her SATs would have an equal chance of admission as a white student 

who scores 1310 or an Asian-American student who scores 1450.” This further supports the claim 

of how affirmative action has played on stereotypes about asian peoples and how those stereotypes 

have become policie. 

Finally, the Atlantic reveals “top schools like Stanford and Brown conceded there was real bias 

against Asians in their admissions policies.” proving known bias and discrimination in admision 

policies.  

Although some make the argument the benefits of affirmative action are two necessary due to 

statistics like this: black students constituted 50 percent of 2015–2016 high school graduates in 

Mississippi, but were just 12.9 percent of University of Mississippi undergraduates. I disagree. With 

all the african american students getting exempted into colleges (and being looked at as that 

affirmative action case) can not compare with Asian communities being punished for their ability to 

excel. 

In conclusion, affirmative action just does more harm than good. While having good intentions 

there is just too much of a negative effect on Asian American students. The only two options are to 

Amend or abolish this law. 
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